
 

Welcome to the UFO crash site! As you investigate the wreckage, some tracks lead off to the west. It’s hard to tell 
whether the tracks came from a human, an extraterrestrial, or even some sort of artificial intelligence. To figure out 
what might have left these prints, answer these questions about visitors to our planet that we have documented in 
our audio-video historical records: 

1. Before his species appeared in the Galactic Senate on Coruscant, he visited 
Elliott and Gertie in the California suburbs. 

___ . ___ . 
A1     A2 

 

2. He visited the trailer park home of Alex Rogan after navigating for Alex when 
they saved the people of Rylos. 

___ ___ ___ ___
 B1          B3 

 

3. Last name of the visitor who runs a New York City pawn shop and wonders if 
Agent K has any idea how much it stings to have one’s head blasted off. 

___ ___ ___ ___ ___
        C2                C5

 

4. Name of the Ugha city built on the landing site of the extradimensional 
beings, and which was later found by Harold Oxley. 

__  __  __  __  __  __
D1             D4               

 

5. Name of the visitor who saved Stan Smith in Area 51 and now hangs out with 
Stan’s son in their Langley Falls home. 

___ ___ ___ ___ ___
               E3   E4

 

6. The visitor who crash lands in the suburban garage of the Tanner family and 
lived with them for several years. 

___ ___ ___ 
  F1  F2   F3 

 

7. Second word in the name of the series of historical records that focuses on the 
adventures of four visitors who masquerade as the Solomons in Rutherford, 
Ohio. 

___ ___ ___ ____
 G1  G2   G3  G4

 

8. First name given to the visitor who crash landed as an infant on the Kent farm 
outside Smallville, Kansas. 

___ ___ ___ ___ ___
        H2                H5

 

9. The name of the evil faction of robotic visitors that crashed early in 
earth’s history, but awoke in the modern era to fight the good faction 
over energon and used the appearance of human technology to disguise 
themselves. 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
J1      J3            J6                

 

10. The name of the lizard-like visitors who appeared in human disguises under a 
mission of friendship, but ended up setting up a fascist regime in America and 
persecuted scientists. 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
     K2                    K7

 

11. Tim O’Hara passes off a visitor with this name as a relative, who 
lives with him in Los Angeles. 

__ __ __ __ __   __ __ __ __ __ __
    L2                  L6                     LB         

 

12. Name of the holiday on which David Levinson and Steven Hiller 
destroyed the mothership of a visiting species which had previously 
destroyed Los Angeles, Washington DC and New York City. 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __   
M1          M4     
__   __   __ 
MD       MF                     

 

Now arrange the coded letters to direct you to where to go next: 

C5 – D1 – LB – J1 – G1 – G2 – G3 – G4   &   B1 – K7 – A1 – MF – F2 – M1 – L2 – E3 

Once you reach the shopping center here, find an eatery that might feel like home to some humans who are far from Earth-
that-was, but who have been known combine cultures and culinary delights. These humans might not have ever seen an alien 
but fear the Reavers that lurk in the more remote parts of space. 


